New LegCo:
‘Can Do’ or ‘No Can do‘?

A

t the recent LegCo election, a record of 19 incumbents didn’t seek
re-election, while eight incumbents who ran lost. That returned 26 new
faces to LegCo, plus one former member. It may take time for the new
LegCo to “warm up” and the community is naturally concerned about what the
new legislators can deliver.
Interestingly, six out of the eight incumbents lost in Geographical Constituencies
(GC). Five of the six losses were suffered by the traditional “pan dems” and all
of them in GCs where the “localists” won at least one seat. From another angle,
“localists” won seats in the larger GCs and none in the smallest GC.
The highest voter turnout in direct election history sent a clear signal that
people want a greater say in how Hong Kong is run. Many are disillusioned by
the lack of progress in addressing key issues and want to see change. Others are
frustrated by how Hong Kong’s “can do” spirit has given way to “no can do.”
The Chamber warmly congratulates the winners, and hopes they will help
to put Hong Kong’s development back on the right track. We also hope that the
changing of the guards will provide fresh impetus for proactive engagement
between LegCo, Government, and business. The community has high hopes for
the youthful members, as they are Hong Kong’s future and how they fulfill their
duties as legislators will shape the direction we move in.
While many campaigns in the election focused on getting Hong Kong back
on track, or looking forward to a bright and productive future, some focused on
drastic political changes, including pushing Hong Kong towards “localism.” With
electioneering behind us, political ideology should be left outside LegCo and
legislators should hone in on pressing issues, starting with the economy and jobs.
It is an undisputed fact that we are rapidly losing our competitive edge to
our neighbours. Shenzhen, for example, has surpassed us as an innovation and
technology hub, and now houses more Fortune 500 companies than we do. Since
2013, Shenzhen’s container throughput has been pulling further and further
ahead of Hong Kong’s, and its GDP of US$270 billion last year was not far behind
Hong Kong’s US$309 billion.
In recent years, LegCo’s duty of improving the welfare of citizens and the
economy has all too often been hijacked by self-serving political interests, and
destructive tactics such as filibustering. Hong Kong is standing still and “no can
do” has pervaded the entire community. With LegCo now being steered by a new
term of legislators, we hope they can put an end to internal political bickering
and rekindle our “can do” spirit.
Whatever legislators’ political views are on the Government or on Hong
Kong’s position in Mainland China, their primary role is to scrutinize and make
law. They provide a check and balance to ensure Hong Kong legislates only
where necessary, in accordance with its traditional “light-touch” approach. When
legislation is deemed necessary, then it must be of a high quality that befits Hong
Kong’s sophisticated economy.
We will look to the Government for leadership in addressing the public’s
needs and aspirations and engage positively with all legislators to fulfill their
constitutional duty of scrutinizing proposed bills so that LegCo does not descend
into a forum for mere political debate.
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New Term,
New Challenges

I

am honoured to have been re-elected as your Legislative Representative for
Commercial (First) in the Legislative Council election on 4 September. Thank
you for your trust and support.
Having served as the Chamber’s LegCo rep for 12 years, I understand that
people have higher expectations for me in the years ahead, and rightly so. During
the election canvasing, I heard different views and aspirations from the business
community. I sincerely thank you all for allowing me to learn something new
every day, and I always believe that I can do a better job. I will work harder
to serve the community, make the voice of business heard loud and clear and
give suggestions on how we can boost economic development and improve the
livelihoods of people in Hong Kong.
With the introduction of new, young faces to LegCo, I have noticed that many
members of the pro-establishment camp are professionals, while many members
of the democratic camp are “street fighters,” who are not as well-known, but
nonetheless active in social movements and social networks. To some extent, this
phenomenon also reflects the climate of public opinion and the change in Hong
Kong’s political development.
How did this change happen? In the past, qualifications and experience were
among politicians’ most valuable assets. Many voters felt that the Legislative
Council was not functioning properly, so voted for new faces in the hope that they
would bring in new ideas and “fix” LegCo. However, with the departure of senior
politicians and the arrival of newcomers, does it mean that LegCo will get back to
normal? Will the quality of debate be enhanced? We will have to wait and see.
The election results also revealed that the moderate camp seems to have lost
a lot of its support base. Politicians have to take a clear stance on whether they
support or oppose the Government. To a certain extent, this also indicates a
worrying situation in which social confrontations are mounting.
I anticipate that disputes between the pro-establishment and nonestablishment camps will continue. It will be more difficult for them to reach a
consensus on various social issues since they may have different stances on every
single issue. As such, filibustering will continue to take place and even become
more frequent.
As a member representing the business sector, in addition to enhancing unity
among the pro-establishment party and people from the business community, I
also need to communicate and coordinate with the labour sector, pan-democrats
and different stakeholders. Please understand that when I do my work, I do not
do it in front of the cameras to win publicity points. Discussing things in private
is more effective for producing a win-win situation for all parties. I hope that
all legislators can work with the goal of both sides winning, rather than an “I
win, you lose” mentality which seems to be spreading through LegCo and the
community.

Undermining Hong Kong
as a Listing Centre

T

he Chamber supports public policy initiatives which enhance Hong
Kong’s attraction as a place for overseas companies to do business
– including listing on our stock exchange. However, the recent
proposals by the SFC and Stock Exchange in a joint consultation paper,
while apparently designed for this purpose, cause us great concern.
The proposals would essentially remove from the Stock Exchange’s
Listing Committee many of its existing responsibilities, and place them
in the hands of two new committees – the “Listing Policy Committee”
and “Listing Regulatory Committee,” on which the SFC would have equal
representation with the Stock Exchange. The consultation states that this
proposal is intended to “make the overall process [of listing] more efficient.”
But it is hard to see how the establishment of two new committees,
alongside the existing one, would increase efficiency. Intuitively, three
committees instead of one would seem to make the decision-making
process more cumbersome and inefficient, rather than less so.
The Chamber believes that any new regulatory initiative such as this
should have a demonstrated need, and that its benefits should outweigh its
costs. However, looking closely through the consultation paper, no need has
been demonstrated. On the contrary, the consultation itself acknowledges
Hong Kong’s international success as a listing centre, particularly for IPOs.
In short, these proposals would seem to be counter-productive to the
stated objective of increasing efficiency in the listing process, and no
evidence has been presented that the current system is not working well.
The proposals have implications which go far beyond listing on the
stock exchange. Hong Kong has a well-earned reputation internationally
for its free market and light-touch regulatory approach – something that
this Chamber and its members wish to defend. Issuing regulatory proposals
such as this to change the status quo, without any clear or convincing case
to do so, can only serve to undermine this reputation.
The Chamber wrote to the SFC and Stock Exchange to express our
concerns, and subsequently arranged meetings to discuss the consultation.
We also questioned the timing of the consultation exercise – over the
summer holiday period when many stakeholders in Hong Kong were unable
to give the consultation their full attention. SFC and HKEX have since
agreed to extend the consultation by two months to give people more time
to provide informed responses.
The Chamber also organized a meeting with a team from the Securities
and Futures Commission led by CEO Ashley Alder on 13 September to
hear members’ views on the consultation. We will continue to organize
meetings with members to get their feedback on the proposals, which will
be formulated into sound reasoning to illustrate to the SFC and Stock
Exchange why they would be ill-advised to go ahead with these proposals in
its consultation.

Talking Business and Politics with

Jeffrey Lam

We need as a business community to
reach out to universities, schools and
even NGOs – not just Government
departments, legislators and the media
– to get the message across.

There is an important balance to be
struck between facilitating SMEs’
free operation and handing out
grants or loans when needed.

Tokyo 2020
Can the Tokyo 2020 Olympics boost tourism and construction activities in Japan?

T

he closing ceremony of the Olympics in Rio gave
us a glimpse of what the Tokyo Olympics may
look like. At the ceremony, following a sleek promotional video featuring athletes and various cartoon
characters such as Doraemon and Hello Kitty, Shinzo
Abe, the Prime Minister of Japan, made a shock appearance as he popped out of a green drainpipe dressed as
Super Mario. Usually characterised as a stern leader, the
presence of Abe impersonating the famous video-game
character stunned the audience and videos of his “performance” have gone viral on the Internet.
In the meantime, Osada et al (2016), researchers at
the Bank of Japan (BoJ), are quite confident that the
2020 Olympics will contribute positively to the Japanese
economy, suggesting that the positive influence would
be mainly channelled through a boost in tourism and
the demand for construction activities associated with
the event. In this article, we will explore the short- and
medium-term trends of these areas.
Tourism will likely benefit from the Games
Looking into previous Games, Bruckner and Pappa
(2015) acknowledged that real GDP growth would
increase notably from two to five years prior to the year
when the Games were held. The authors suggested that
the positive effects on the host country’s GDP would be
about 10% on a cumulative basis, with part of it to be

channelled through mounting tourism flows into the
host country. This view is echoed by Osada et al, and the
BoJ researchers advocated that Japan would need to grasp
the opportunities and boost the promotion of tourism
resources in the country.
Taking this into consideration, the Japanese government set a target of receiving 20 million incoming visitors by 2020, which has since turned out to be low hanging fruit.
In the last few years, the Japanese tourism industry
has expanded at a pace that is at least 70 times faster
than the overall Japanese economy in recent years. In
2015, Japan received some 19.7 million visitors (+41.7%
YoY), which represented a 136.1% increase compared
to 2012. Such jaw-dropping numbers are much more
upbeat than the 0.5% YoY real GDP growth in 2015 and
the 1.9% growth between 2012 and 2015.
With the diverging trends between the tourism sector
and the overall economy, its contribution to the economy is also becoming more significant. Given Japan’s
incoming visitors figure of 11.7 million (+28.2% YoY) in
the first half of 2016 and that the economy continued
to see lacklustre momentum and only grew 0.5% YoY
during the same period, this phenomenon is expected to
persist in the near future. KNOEMA pointed out that the
tourism sector represented about 7.9% of the country’s
GDP in 2015, and this number should continue to climb.

Private sector’s participation needed for
construction activities
Being quite optimistic about the future, Osada et al
suggested that construction activities would add, on average, about 0.3 percentage point to Japan’s GDP growth.
While some of the investments have been underway, the
authors suggested that the peak of the investment would
come in 2018, when construction investment on Olympics-related projects would amount to over three trillion
yen, which could translate into a one percentage point
enhancement of the real GDP level in 2018.
Nevertheless, to secure adequate funding for the projects, it will require a lot of support from the private sector. While the projected budget provided by the Tokyo
2020 Organising Committee was set at US$3.4 billion
(301.3 billion yen) in the Foundation Plan, it was suggested by Osada et al that about 10 trillion yen would
be needed for the major infrastructure projects for the
Games. It remains uncertain – at least to us – that there
would be adequate interest in such infrastructure projects from the private sector in Japan.
Looking into recent trends, construction activities in
Japan have remained humdrum at best. Gross capital
formation in Japan declined 1% YoY in nominal terms
during the first half of 2016, showing that businesses
remained conservative in their investment decisions.
Furthermore, referring to the Japan Economy Watchers
Survey results (see Chart 2), corporates remain appre-

hensive about the future of the economy. As such, will
they be unmindful of the economic trends and invest
heavily?
Conclusion
In spite of the somewhat prosperous medium-term
outlook of the tourism sector, in the near term, the
strength of the yen is likely to be the main source of
uncertainty and the continuation of the trend could
hurt the country’s goods and services exporters.
For the construction sector, besides the weak sentiment, the structural issues of the high-leverage and
structural budget deficit (see Chart 3) will hinder the
government from launching supportive fiscal measures. According to the IMF, the Japanese government
has halved the net borrowing, as a share of GDP, from
10.4% in 2009 to 5.2% in 2015. Nevertheless, the magnitude of improvement is expected to be much milder
going forward. At the same time, the gross debt of the
Japanese government was estimated to remain at 248%
of the country’s GDP in the near term and to increase
slowly to 252% by the end of the decade. If this estimate
turns out to be accurate, this will continue to underwhelm investor sentiments in the medium term.
With the organising committee intending to make
the Tokyo 2020 Games “the most innovative in history,”
it is hoped that it could also find some innovative solutions to boost the economy.
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China Expands Negative List
Foreign investment enjoys policy benefits in China with the expansion
of “Negative List” administration mechanism nationwide,
reports PwC’s China Business & Investment Advisory Team

I

n order to implement the reform of the approval
mechanism for foreign investment addressed in the
Communique of the Third Plenary Session of the 18th
Central Committee of the CPC, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (NPC) of China
recently passed the “Decision of the Standing Committee of NPC Regarding the Amendment of Four Laws,
including PRC Law on Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprises” (hereinafter referred to as “the Decision”). The
Decision amended the relevant provisions regarding
administrative approval matters in the prevailing three
Foreign-invested Enterprises Laws and “the Investment
Protection of Taiwanese Compatriots of PRC,” which
came into effect from 1 October 2016.
The Decision specifies the establishment and alteration of FIEs (foreign-invested enterprises including
Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan investment companies),
if not related to items in the “special administrative
measures regarding FIEs’ permission to China” (hereinafter referred to as “Negative List”), will be subject to
record-filing procedures instead of the existing approval
measures (hereinafter “Record-filing Administration
Mechanism of FIE”). On the same day, the Ministry of
Commerce released the “Interim Provisional Measures
for the Record-filing Administration on the Establishment and Alteration of FIE (Discussion Draft)” (hereinafter referred to as “Provisional Measures (Discussion
Draft)”), which provides the applicable scope, recordfiling procedures, supervision and inspection measures
as well as legal liabilities in relation to the record-filing
administration mechanism of FIE.
The Decision and “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft)” implies that the administration of national
treatment plus Negative List mechanism for FIEs’ access
to China, which was previously adopted in the pilot
free trade zones, is being rolled out nationwide officially. In this article, we will introduce the applicable

scope, procedures
and timelines and
supervision requirements of the recordfiling
administration
mechanism of FIE as well
as share our observations
on the trend of subsequent policies on foreign investment and
takeaways for FIEs to
do business in China.
Development of FIE Investment Administration
in China
Foreign investors investing in the
Mainland have always been regulated by
a series of laws and regulations that are only
applicable to foreign investors and their investment activities.
A foreign-invested enterprise, no matter whether it
is actually controlled by domestic or foreign enterprises
or natural persons and regardless of its investment
scale and field, is generally required to obtain the preapproval from the relevant department of commerce
for its establishment, equity transfer, capital increase or
decrease as well as its domestic investment, termination
and liquidation.
From October 2013, the Central Government has successively piloted the administration of national treatment
plus Negative List mechanism for the access of foreign
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investments in the four pilot free trade zones. Investment
fields outside the Negative List have been administered
under the record-filing administration mechanism based
on the principle that the treatment of foreign investment
shall be equivalent to domestic investment. After the
three-year trial run, foreign investments have been greatly
simplified and standardised by adopting the record-filing administration mechanism and the trial reform has
obtained remarkable achievements. Based on this, starting from 1 October 2016, the “Negative List” administration mechanism of FIE will be rolled out nationwide
under the reform model of “generally-applicable recordfilings and pre-approvals under the Negative List.”

It is worth noting that in January 2015, the Ministry
of Commerce released the “Law of the People’s Republic
of China on Foreign Investment” (the “Foreign Investment Law (Exposure Draft)”) among which, the reform
of the access of foreign investments was addressed. The
“Foreign Investment Law (Exposure Draft)” put forward the “Negative List” administration mechanism and
the interim and post-supervision on foreign investment,
which echoes the reform measures adopted in the Decision and “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft).” It
can be said that the record-filing administration mechanism of FIE pursued by the Decision is an attempt to
reform based on the “Foreign Investment Law (Expo-

sure Draft).” Given the complexity of the legislative procedures in China and controversial issues in the “Foreign
Investment Law (Exposure Draft),” such as determination of the ultimate controlling person of the foreign
investment, legality of VIE structure, etc., we believe
the “Foreign Investment Law (Exposure Draft)” will
unlikely be promulgated in the near future. Nevertheless, the implementation of the reform measures under
the “Foreign Investment Law (Exposure Draft)” step-bystep appears to be the trend for the forthcoming reform
of the administration mechanism of foreign investment.
Major contents of record-filing administration
mechanism of FIE
The Decision specified explicitly that the approval
administration mechanism on the relevant establishment and alternation matters under the three Foreigninvested Enterprise Laws and “the Investment Protection
of Taiwanese Compatriots of PRC” would be replaced by
the record-filing administration mechanism and the relevant provisions have been amended accordingly. Based
on the Decision, the “Provisional Measures (Discussion
Draft)” has set out specific regulations on the implementation measures for the record-filing administration
mechanism of FIEs and the details are as follows:
Applicable scope of the record-filing administration
mechanism of FIEs

 The establishment and alteration of an FIE (including: Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprises, Sino-Foreign
Equity Joint Ventures, Sino-Foreign Cooperative Joint
Ventures and Foreign-invested Joint Stock Company),
if not related to items on the “Negative List for Foreign Investment,” will be applicable to the “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft)”;
 Investment Companies, Venture Capital Investment Enterprises and Equity Investment Enterprises
invested by foreign investors shall be deemed as foreign investors and their investment in China which
is outside the “Negative List for Foreign Investment”
will be applicable to the “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft)”
 Investment by investors from Hong Kong, Macao and
Taiwan which is outside the “Negative List for Foreign Investment” will be applicable to the “Provisional
Measures (Discussion Draft).” However, if the investors from Hong Kong and Macau invest in the Mainland via “Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement”
(CEPA), they shall follow the relevant regulations in
the “Administrative Measures for the Record-filing of
Investments by Hong Kong and Macau Service Providers in the Mainland (Trial Implementation)”;

 The “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft)” will
be applicable to the establishment and alteration of
FIE. The scope of alteration includes change of basic
information of FIE and its investors, change of shares
(stocks) and cooperative equity as well as merger,
spin-off and termination, etc.
Procedures and timeline of FIE’s record-filing
administration

 As for the establishment of an FIE, the record-filing
formalities can be performed before the incorporation (which is prior to the receipt of Business License
and after getting the pre-approval of the enterprise
name) or within 30 days after issuance of the Business License. The record-filing is not a precondition
for the business registration of the FIE.
 As for the alteration of an FIE, the record-filing formalities can be performed within 30 days after the
relevant alteration matter occurs. The time of the
occurrence of the alteration matter refers to the time
when the highest authority of an FIE makes the resolution or decision on the alteration, unless there are
laws and regulations which provide for the alteration
matter of the FIE to take effect at another time.
 An FIE shall perform the record-filing formalities by
filing and submitting the relevant record-filing forms
online as well as uploading the required documents via
the information system for comprehensive administration of foreign investment (the “record-filing system”);
 The record-filing institutions shall formally review the
completeness and accuracy of the filed information
and determine whether the matters declared are within
the scope of record-filing or not. For those which are
within the applicable scope, the record-filing institutions shall complete the record-filing within three
working days and inform the FIE of the record-filing
result online. An FIE can choose whether or not to collect the receipt of the record-filing.
 Please refer to the flow chart in the Appendix for the
flow chart of the record-filing administrative procedures and timeline for the establishment and alteration of an FIE.
Record-filing institutions refer to the relevant department of commerce under the State Council, the competent department of commerce of all the provinces,
autonomous regions, municipalities directly under the
Central Government, municipalities separately listed in
the State Plan, Xinjiang Production and Construction
Corps and sub-provincial cities as well as the relevant
institutions of Pilot Free Trade Zones and National Economic and Technological Development Zones.

Record-filing administration mechanism
After implementation of the record-filing administration mechanism, administration and supervision of
foreign investment will be mainly at the post-setup stage.
Chapter Three and Chapter Four of the “Provisional
Measures (Discussion Draft)” have set out the specific
requirements for supervision and administration respectively as well as the legal liabilities of an FIE for violation
of the “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft).” It is
worth noting that the record-filing institution will collaborate with the relevant administrative departments
of public security, state-owned assets, customs, taxation,
industry and commerce, securities, foreign exchange, etc.
to strengthen the information sharing by means of regular random inspection, inspection upon informer reporting and so on in order to carry out the post-setup administration and supervision of foreign investment.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Commerce will also set
up a credit file system for foreign investment (CFS) to
record and track the credit information of an FIE and
their investors as well as share the information with the
relevant administrative departments.
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The takeaway
Applying the “Negative List” administration mechanism to foreign investment will simplify the administrative procedures of the establishment and alteration of
an FIE and eventually improve the efficiency. This transformation will certainly set a higher requirement for
the compliance level of an FIE from the regulatory perspective as their performance of the record-filings will
be put into the credit files. Therefore, FIEs should fully
comply with the record-filing requirements to avoid
being named in the public announcement of the CFS
for non-compliance activities upon inspection by the
record-filing institution and the other relevant departments which would affect their credit rating. They
would also be subject to administrative penalties as well
as a potential negative impact on their operations in
China. Even worse, their foreign investors may even be
required to dispose of their shares in the FIE within a
certain prescribed period.
The Decision also indicates that special administrative measures regarding accessible foreign investment
shall be released separately by the State Council, i.e.
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Flow Chart of the Record-filing Administrative Procedures and Timeline for the Establishment
and Alternation of FIE

Nationwide Negative List. It remains to be seen whether
the Nationwide Negative List would follow the FTZs’
current trial version of the Negative List or whether it
would be based on the FTZ Negative List and “Catalogue
of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment” but with
further adjustments and integrations.
The “Provisional Measures (Discussion Draft)” stipulates that whether certain FIE projects trigger a national
security review is one of the supervision areas for an
FIE. However, the Decision and “Provisional Measures
(Discussion Draft)” have not clarified the situations that
would trigger a national security review. The “Foreign
Investment Law (Exposure Draft)” provided detailed
regulations in this regard, including launching national
security reviews to certain foreign investments that
impact national defence and the research & development
of key technology in national security, etc. In addition,
the General Office of the State Council published the

“Provisional Implementation Rules Governing National
Security Review of Foreign Investment in FTZs” (the
“Implementation Measures”) in April 2015, regulating
the launch of security review of foreign investment in
the FTZs, which impact or may impact national security,
sensitive industries and technologies and key regions. The
scope of industries subject to security review includes
agriculture, energy, infrastructure, transportation, cultural
development, IT products & service, technology as well as
equipment manufacturers and many other “key sectors.”
The Implementation Measures is not only applicable to
the establishment of an FIE, but also affects other forms
of investments, such as merger, re-investment and VIE.
Currently it remains unclear whether the security review
measures under the “Provisional Measures (Discussion
Draft)” would use the “Foreign Investment Law (Exposure
Draft)” or the Implementation Measures in FTZ as references. We will monitor the developments in this area.
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A Helping Hand for SMEs
HKPC’s SME One programme helps enterprises find relevant funding schemes and tech solutions

H

ong Kong’s economy underperformed in the
first half of this year amid sluggish global economic recovery and a slowing Chinese economy. Meanwhile, just as SMEs are in dire need of fresh
capital to survive these difficult times, credit facilities
are being tightened, rubbing salt into their wounds.
Many SMEs may not realize that there are over
30 funding and support schemes being offered by 13
organizations in Hong Kong which they can turn to.
Even with the variety of business support schemes available on the market, SMEs often have to expend a lot of
effort to find relevant information about the schemes.
Take for example the case of a small auto parts shop
with an invoicing problem.
“My auto parts shop has been issuing sales invoices
manually. For each invoice, our staff has to input the
details onto various forms. It is time consuming and
error-prone. Also, we have no idea about the latest sales
and stock figures. As a result, we are frequently out of
stock and business is affected,” said the shop’s owner.
The SME wants to install a point-of-sale (POS) system to enhance operational efficiency. So which funding
scheme can it turn to for help?
After receiving this enquiry, ambassadors at the
Hong Kong Productivity Council’s (HKPC) SME One
recommended the Retail Technology Adoption Assistance Scheme for Manpower Demand Management
(ReTAAS) to the shop owner. After being successful in
its funding application, the company was able to install
a POS system. This allows shop assistants to easily check

the sales volume and stock level, and issue sales invoices
directly. It also resulted in a 70% surge in billing efficiency. With the customer data collected in the system,
the shop owner is now able to devise better sales planning and after-sales follow-up.
Go the extra mile for SMEs
HKPC set up SME One with the aim of facilitating
SMEs’ understanding of funding and support schemes in
Hong Kong and the Pearl River Delta region. SME One
ambassadors offer free advice on a range of issues such
as identifying funding schemes that best fit the business
needs of SMEs, and introducing the latest IT solutions
and various financing options in the private sector.
Since its inception in July 2012, SME One has handled over 11,000 enquiries from SMEs.
Apart from ReTAAS, for SMEs planning to develop
their own brands for the Mainland market, they can
also apply for the Enterprise Support Programme (ESP)
of the Dedicated Fund on Branding, Upgrading and
Domestic Sales (the BUD Fund).
Besides providing advisory services, HKPC also
serves as the Secretariat for a number of funding
schemes provided by the HKSAR Government to facilitate their implementation and promotion.
A diversified interactive platform
“Is my company eligible for application?” “What type
of support can I get from the funding scheme?” These
are the two most common questions raised by SMEs in
search of the right funding. To address the issue, SME
One regularly organizes a variety of seminars such as
workshops on filing application forms, introductory
seminars on funding schemes, business skills forums,
VIP talks, and industry networking events.
With smartphone devices becoming an indispensable
communication tool, HKPC launched the SME Biz Easy
mobile app earlier this year to offer SMEs quick access
to business intelligence conducive to their development.
SMEs can identify funding schemes that suit their business needs and receive up-to-date information about
HKPC’s free seminars and training courses as well as
register instantly with the app.

If a SME wants to:

Raise brand awareness, enhance product quality,
lower production cost, develop new products, or
promote domestic sales

It can apply for:

Branding,
Upgrading,
Domestic
Sales

Dedicated Fund on Branding, Upgrading
and Domestic Sales – Enterprise Support
Programme
The additional “ESP Easy – Simplified Application
Track” (ESP Easy) was launched in August 2015 to
simplify application for funding.

Provided by: Trade and Industry Department
Adopt IT to alleviate the manpower shortage
problem in retail sectors like clothing and footwear,
leather articles, food and beverages, and household
equipment, etc
To implement cleaner production technologies and
operational practices to reduce the emission of air
pollutants and save energy – for Hong Kong-owned
factories both in Hong Kong and Guangdong Province

To promote the recovery and recycling of waste by
facilitating the upgrading of operational capabilities
and efficiency in the recycling industry for sustainable
development

Retail
Industry
Adopts IT

Environment Cleaner
Production

Environment Recycling
Industry

Retail Technology Adoption Assistance Scheme
for Manpower Demand Management (ReTAAS)

Provided by: Commerce and Economic
Development Bureau
Cleaner Production Partnership Programme (CP3)

Provided by: Environmental Protection Department
Recycling Fund
Comprises the Enterprise Support Programme and
the Industry Support Programme.
The Small-Scale Standard Project is set up under
the Enterprise Support Programme to help SMEs
enhance their operational capability.

Provided by: Environmental Protection Department
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Risksis Technology Ltd
華實科技有限公司

Style Asia Ltd

Mr Alan LEE

Mr Raj Sital MOTWANI, SBS, JP
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www.risksis.com

Samtasy Ltd
盛能有限公司
Mr Eric TSANG
Director
www.themdbfamily.com

Tau Integration Systems Ltd
韜淘集成系統有限公司
Mr Artur GADZIEV
Chief Technology Officer
www.beitb.com

Silk Road Trade Co Ltd
Mr Afshin H LIVAR
Managing Director

Arnhold Marks a Century and
a Half of Success
Arnhold has overcome regional upheavals and moves to become a leading name
in the building materials industry, report Chamber staff writer Hilton Yip

A

company doesn’t celebrate its 150th year of operations in East Asia without having gone through
some interesting, turbulent and testing times
along the way. Founded in 1866 in Hong Kong, Arnhold
has managed not just to survive but thrive after enduring cross-border moves, wars and ownership changes.
Its last move occurred in 1949 when the headquarters
was transferred back from Shanghai to Hong Kong,
where it has remained ever since.
The company had been in China since its beginnings
in the 19th century, except for the period when China was
closed off during the 1950s-1970s. After Arnhold was set
up in Hong Kong by German national Jacob Arnhold
and his partners, the trading company expanded across
China to the point where it had 37 offices at the turn of
the 20th century, including in Hong Kong. By this time,
the headquarters moved to Shanghai in 1881 where it
remained through conflicts and the Japanese invasion
until the change of government in 1949.
From the post-war period to the present, Arnhold has
become a top supplier of construction materials ranging
from bathroom fixtures and fittings and tiles, to air filtra-

tion equipment as well as its own branded bathware and
decorative mosaics. In Hong Kong, they count leading
developers as key customers and their products are used
in major commercial buildings, apartments and hotels.
The company has several sales offices and a factory in
Mainland China, as well as showrooms in Hong Kong
and Shanghai. Arnhold’s main customers are in Mainland China and Hong Kong, but it also sells to the U.S.,
U.K., Europe and Australia.
The Green family has owned Arnhold since 1957,
when Maurice Green, who worked for Arnhold in
Shanghai and Tientsin, now called Tianjin, before World
War II acquired it from the Sassoon Group. Maurice’s
son Michael later took over from his father and became
the company chairman. Michael’s son Daniel, the company’s present managing director, represents the family’s third-generation leadership of Arnhold.
The company endured a tough time during World
War I, when as a German-owned company, it was closed
by British authorities, and then later during the Japanese
invasion in the 1940s, continued to operate under very
difficult conditions. “During the invasion, everything

Arnhold Chairman Michael Green
poses with his son, Managing
Director Daniel Green.

closed in Hong Kong including our office. We managed to
squeak through that,” said the chairman Michael Green.
Times were again tough for the company after World
War II but this actually led to the Green family acquiring
Arnhold from the Sassoon Group, who had bought the
company themselves from the original owners in the 1930s.
“Arnhold was owned by Sassoon, one of the largest companies in the world. They made a series of wrong decisions
and finally decided to pull out of Hong Kong. Arnhold
had not recovered after the war so the Sassoons offered the
company to my father,” said Michael. “There were seven
staff and my father, whose health wasn’t very strong after
he was interned by the Japanese in North China during the
war, and he acquired Arnhold with a couple of partners.”
Having started as a trading company, Arnhold had
expanded into property, manufacturing and shipping in
China. “It’s interesting after this big cycle, we’ve ended up
back as a trading company,” said Michael with a smile.
“Clearly there are companies more successful than
us,” said the chairman modestly. “The thing is we could
have done a lot better if we were more aggressive. But I
don’t want to be the richest man in Hong Kong and neither does Daniel. We would like to be one of the most
respected families.”
“We put together core values. We try to make it really
specific about ethics, how we treat each other and conduct ourselves,” said Daniel.

The family’s origins may be European but it has a
long history with Mainland China and Hong Kong,
having been in Hong Kong since the late 1800s. The
family was in Mainland China during the early part of
the last century, then left during the change of government in 1949, before returning to the Mainland when it
was opening up in the late 1970s.
This led to Arnhold outfitting two of the Mainland’s
first modern hotels, the White Swan in Guangzhou and
the Fragrant Hills in Beijing, which the chairman himself
was involved in.
“We had good long-term relationships with developers in China that have stood the test of time. I went
to talk to the people in China and we got those two
hotels. And over time it led to 85 more hotels,” said
Michael.
The economy is no longer booming in Mainland
China, especially in the property sector, but Arnhold
continues to grow its business.
“China is such an enormous place. People say there’s
a slowdown and I’m sure there is in some sectors, but a
small company of our size can still find opportunities,”
said Daniel.
“We’re still seeing certain cities grow, we’re seeing a
lot of investment in hospitality and that’s been stable.
There’s been some slowdown in residential, but for us,
it has been offset.”

Our mindset is how do we make a
success here for the next generation
rather than make as much money as
possible and go back home.

Arnhold has also increased its business in overseas
markets such as the U.S., the U.K. and Australia, with
some degree of success.
“In the U.S., when people work with our company,
they remark on how efficient and responsive our
company is. It’s a testament to the work ethic in Hong
Kong,” said Daniel.
“One of our biggest customers in the U.S. had
an internal review of all their suppliers. They gave
us a copy and we were rated the best supplier,” said
Michael.
The Green family is almost unique in being in
Hong Kong for generations and running a family firm
for well over half a century while not being South
Asian or Hong Kong Chinese. However, as with those
other families, Hong Kong is certainly home.
“My father’s parents were from Romania. My
mother’s mother was from Russia, her father from
Switzerland. So we didn’t have strong ties anywhere
we wished to go back to. Hong Kong is our home. Our
mindset is how do we make a success here for the next
generation rather than make as much money as possible and go back home,” said Michael.
The family feels strongly about the company, which
has become a firm part of its identity. “My objective
is not to have a professionally-run company, but to
always have a family member actively involved. I’ve
seen a lot of families develop successful businesses,
but when they become a professionally-run firm, they
lose the emotional attachment and find it easier to sell
their shares so it’s no longer a family business. Our
objective is to have continuity,” said Daniel.

Having lived through a lot of major moments in
Hong Kong history, Michael is unfazed by the current
economic climate and political issues. “I’m very positive. I’ve seen so much worse! There are similar problems all over the world, not just in Hong Kong.”
The chairman said his most worrying moment was
actually in the sixties when Communist sympathizers
protested in Hong Kong while the Cultural Revolution
was going on. “There were many disruptions in Hong
Kong and people were even attacking each other.”
Michael does feel that Hong Kong currently has
some serious issues. “I think what is significant is if
you’re a young person who can’t afford a flat, educate
your children, or have a well-paying job, that’s important and that’s the government’s job to improve that.
But to change the politics, forget it.”
Daniel is also very optimistic about Hong Kong.
“Hong Kong is a very exciting city to work in. There is so
much passion about business. It’s challenging because
it’s very competitive but this also means it’s efficient. I’ve
heard from so many people, you can get more done in
one day in Hong Kong than in a week in other major
cities,” said Daniel.
As Arnhold continues in its 150th year, the company
is not content with staying only in Hong Kong. “Our
biggest challenge is to have a truly global reach for our
brands. We’re doing that now,” said Michael.
“Perhaps we’ve become too used to how business
operates in Hong Kong. Wherever we go, we have more
things to learn about how people conduct business.
Other people have done it and we are confident we can
as well,” said Daniel.

B

oasting 14 years of experience in Hong Kong’s
real estate industry, Tom Gaffney helped Forever 21 open its second concept store and bring
Jamie’s Italian Restaurants to Hong Kong. Now, as
CBRE’s Managing Director for Hong Kong, Macau
and Taiwan, Gaffney, who joined the company earlier
this year, bears responsibility for all of CBRE’s business
activities in those territories. He is also a member of
CBRE’s Greater China Executive Committee.
CBRE is a global leader in real estate services with
over 1,200 staff providing services in various categories including Retail, Office, Capital Markets, Consulting, Asset Services, Valuation & Advisory Services,
Project Management, Industrial & Logistics, Global
Workplace Solutions, and International Project Marketing. Recently, the firm launched a specialized Food
& Beverages team to support their clients in navigating
the complex food & beverage industry.
CBRE joined the Chamber in December 2000 with
the goal of leveraging the organization’s networking
and knowledge-sharing platforms. CBRE’s corporate membership entitles all of its staff to experience
Chamber membership benefits, which helps increase
participation from individuals within the firm.
Gaffney and his colleagues often attend the informative events hosted by the Chamber, which helps the
team broaden their knowledge and understanding of
important issues such as Hong Kong’s economic and
political changes.
“CBRE prides itself on its market expertise and
local knowledge, so attending these events allows our
employees to further educate themselves and therefore
better serve our clients from all industries across Hong
Kong,” Gaffney said.
Company: CBRE Ltd
HKGCC Membership No.: HKC0727
Established: 1978
Website: http://www.cbre.com.hk

In addition to attending events, Gaffney is also very
active in the Chamber as a member of the Chamber
Real Estate Committee. Gaffney added, “Being a Committee Member has been an extremely interesting
experience. The topics that are
discussed and the knowledge
sharing in the committee are
some of the best that I have
experienced in the 14 years that
I have been in Hong Kong.”

A

s the CEO of Octopus Cards Limited (OCL),
Sunny Cheung is always thinking about how the
company can make people’s daily lives hassle-free
with innovative technology.
His 40 years of experience in the retail banking and
payments industry have enabled him to help make the
Octopus system one of the world’s leading and most
extensively accepted contactless smart card payment
systems. Octopus is now widely used in many aspects of
Hong Kong daily life including public transport, parking, retail, vending machines and kiosks, schools and
leisure facilities, and access control for residential and
commercial buildings nowadays.
To cope with customers’ diverse payment needs,
Octopus has transformed from facilitating just brickand-mortar offline payments to also facilitating online
payments including the introduction of Octopus Online
Payment Service, the network-based O! ePay mobile payment service, Octopus Mobile SIM and the Octopus App.
In 2000, OCL joined the Chamber because it provides a valuable platform for building up business connections and knowledge enhancement through a variety
of training sessions, seminars and workshops. “Being a
member of the Chamber helps us keep abreast of the
global economic climate, business intelligence, market development as well as gain insight into the newest
technological advancements, which are all crucial to the
business of OCL. We can stay better connected and be
in a better position to learn about and take advantage of
new opportunities,” said Cheung.
What’s more, Cheung appreciates the Chamber’s
efforts in leading the Hong Kong business sector. “Hong
Kong is at a political, social and economic crossroads. If
Hong Kong is to move forward and maintain its status
as an international financial centre, the business sector
must find solutions to the problems it faces, and pressing matters related to the economy and infrastructure.
Otherwise, our competitiveness could start to erode. We
need a business association like the Chamber, which can
command leadership in the business sector and articulate
our vision to the Government and the public,” he said.

Company: Octopus Cards Limited
HKGCC Membership No.: HKO0135
Established: 1997
Website: http://www.octopus.com.hk

Sharing a Dream

H

ong Kong’s tech startup ecosystem is still at an
early stage of development, but it is undergoing
rapid growth. According to the Global Startup
Ecosystem Ranking 2015 study, Hong Kong is the fifth
fastest-growing startup ecosystem in the world.
Roy Law, founder & CEO of AppTask Limited
and TeamNote Limited, is one of the local innovative
entrepreneurs passionate about building a healthy and
vibrant startup ecosystem in Hong Kong.
Law worked in IT at JobsDB for about 10 years before
embarking on his entrepreneurship journey. Having
seen that company grow from 10 employees to become
one of the most successful startups in Hong Kong and
attract an overseas acquisition offer, Law was proud of
being a part of that success, which then motivated him
to create his own startup. As a result, in 2010, he quit his
job to set up his own company AppTask which specializes in mobile solutions.
“I think Hong Kong has top IT talent but sadly we
don’t have big local IT brands that are embraced by users
all over the world. With my own company, I really want

to prove to the world that Hong Kong’s IT startups have
all it takes to stand tall on the world stage,” Law said at the
Entrepreneur Series luncheon on 8 September.
Be the first mover
When Law established his startup, the iPad was being
launched. He then predicted the popularity of smartphones and tablets would cause a surge in the demand
for mobile apps. At that time everyone believed that
apps could only get noticed when they were made available on Google Play or Apple Store, but he saw a different market – apps for enterprises.
“The dot-com bubble in 2000 caused many tech
companies to go bankrupt but Microsoft and SAP managed to survive. I think this was not only because they
are big companies, but also because they have quite a
large business targeting corporate clients. This gave me
an idea about creating an app for companies. I thought
I should do something different to get the first-mover
advantage,” said Law.
By focusing on offering B2B mobile apps to enterprises to improve productivity and efficiency, Law
developed his signature enterprise communication app
TeamNote, which facilitates internal business communications.
The idea of TeamNote originates from the demand
for
companies
to
improve internal communications
while
retaining confidentiality. Operating in a
private cloud, TeamNote is like an Enterprise Whatsapp with
features
including
instant messaging,
news
announcement, job dispatch,
duty roster, form
filling and polling.
It creates a secure

© Alexander Kirch | Dreamstime.com

environment for employees within a company to
communicate instantly and simplify routine tasks on
mobile devices.
Learn from Silicon Valley
TeamNote is now popular in Asia-Pacific markets,
especially in Hong Kong and Mainland China, and will
be expanded to European markets. In 2014, Law spun
off TeamNote as a separate company. With the success of
TeamNote, he won out over other applicants for an invaluable chance to attend Y Combinator’s accelerator programme at Silicon Valley to refine his business in 2015.
“I had the chance to meet ‘young mentors’ in Silicon
Valley. Though they are younger than me, they are top
entrepreneurs. I particularly like the sharing culture
among the startups there. Instead of treating each other
as competitors, startups are willing to share ideas and
ready to offer help when needed. I hope Hong Kong can
develop such an atmosphere,” he said.

Share the dream
Technology is changing so fast and market players
have to act fast before their competitors do. Law said
nurturing a professional team is crucial to his business.
“I am fortunate that I have built a team with a good tech
background. I rely on them to enhance our products
to stay ahead of the competition. Of course I can never
compete with big companies that offer high salaries to
retain employees. The main reason my team stays with
me is that they share my dream of making our product
seen and heard in the world. That is our biggest motivation. I also let everyone in my company know they are
equally important. That’s why I keep a flat hierarchy. I
want them to feel valued and hope this can minimize
office politics,” he said.
Outside his own company, he is passionate about
nurturing IT talent. “I am eager to share my experience
with startups and invest in other startups that have good
ideas capable of disrupting the market,” he added.

Parisian Chic in Sheung Wan
Cocotte brings a contemporary take on French classics
right to the heart of Hong Kong, reports the Chamber’s
staff writer Elaine Chan

T

here is perhaps no shortage of French eateries in Hong
Kong, but Cocotte stands out as a unique and vibrant gastro-brasserie at the heart of the city’s ever-changing dining district. Tucked away down some stairs on the pedestrianonly Shin Hing Street in Sheung Wan, Cocotte’s striking modern and rustic art decor, friendly staff and excellent food has
attracted both regular neighborhood diners and food enthusiasts, and the lively and intimate ambience brings to mind wonderful memories of dining in Paris for those who have been.
With an excellent choice in seasonal ingredients, this charming
little restaurant employs a contemporary twist on hearty French
classics. From gastro dinners on weekdays to relaxed weekend
brunch, the menu changes every season to ensure that diners
can indulge in a fresh selection of fine flavours.

China in Focus 中國焦點

China’s e-Commerce Trends
Cross-device and mobile transactions surge,
writes Jack Tang, Sales and Marketing Manager, AsiaPay Limited

A

s the popularity of smart phones and 4G wireless
mobile telecommunications technology continues to grow, the value of e-commerce transactions in Mainland China reached US$600 billion in
2015, which helped Mainland China to catch up with
the U.S. to become the world’s largest digital economy
that year. Due to the improvement in internet infrastructure and the ongoing digital revolution, the digital
economy has experienced an increase of 40% while the
usage of social networks has also experienced rapid
growth. According to the estimates from eMarketer, the
Chinese e-commerce market is estimated to grow by
30% annually. By 2018, the total market value may
reach US$1.5 trillion.
Meanwhile, social networks in China are also experi-

encing rapid growth. By 2016, the number of monthly
users of WeChat had reached 762 million, with 83% of
the users having engaged in online shopping. Meanwhile, through the rapid development of internet infrastructure, users can purchase things online across different devices, which has revolutionised the e-commerce industry.
According to Criteo’s analysis on mobile payment,
“The State of Mobile Commerce Q3 2015,” the smartphone has become the most popular device for making
online payments.
According to StatCounter’s report in August 2015,
websites that support mobile layouts have increased by
136%, which take up about 42% of the total views in
Mainland China. This has proven that mobile devices

The value of e-commerce transactions in
Mainland China reached US$600 billion in
2015, which helped Mainland China catch
up with the U.S. to become the world’s
largest digital economy that year.

ment gateway company AsiaPay offers comprehensive
and flexible payment services and solutions to merchants via its PayDollar platform. The integrated payment service of PayDollar supports payment solutions
that are multi-currency, multi-lingual, multi-card and
multi-channel, together with advanced fraud detection
and management solutions.
The growth of online transactions has been increasing
and multiple payment services have arisen. While there
is a significant growth in online transactions, the number
of fraud transactions is also increasing.
PayDollar is a recognized payment
gateway that has been specifically
designed to deliver high security,
customizability and scalability
which makes it one of the few ePayment providers in Asia which
is Level 1 PCIDSS compliant.

have become highly popular for internet browsing as well
as online purchasing.
According to iResearch Consultant Group, 1,220-billion-RMB-worth of transactions in 2015 were made on
registered third-party online payment platforms in China. This amount was an increase of 707% from 2013.
These transactions were mostly conducted via leading ecommerce companies including China UnionPay, AliPay
of Alibaba Group, and Tenpay of Tencent Holdings.
The sheer size of the e-commerce market in Mainland China means that many international enterprises
including Hong Kong companies want to enter it. However, the complicated China ePayment application
process is an obstacle to enterprises interested in the
China market. To deal with this issue, Hong Kong pay-

Fenny Luo, Vice Chief, Investment Service Centre, Zhuhai Bureau of
Commerce, visited the Chamber on 8 September and met with Wendy
Lo, Senior Manager, China Business, to discuss ways to strengthen cooperation between Hong Kong businesses and Zhuhai.

珠海市商務局投資服務中心副主任羅婉芬於
9月8日到訪本會，與中國商務高級經理盧
慧賢會面，討論如何加強香港商界與珠海的
合作。
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The full company name in both English and Chinese i.e. “The Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited” and “香港中華煤氣有限公司”
should be stated some where in the publications.

Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng hosted luncheons on 1 & 5 September for
Committee Chairmen to share their views and ideas for further elevating the work
and effectiveness of their respective committees, and improving Hong Kong’s
business environment.

Economic Policy Committee
Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen attended
a meeting at the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority (HKMA) on 26 August to discuss
the issue of opening and maintaining bank
accounts. The meeting was also attended
by representatives from foreign chambers,
financial institutions and InvestHK.

On 1 September, Pansy Yau, Deputy
Director of Research from HKTDC,
briefed members on the development of
the Belt and Road Initiative, the role of
Hong Kong in the Initiative, and related
opportunities for the business sector. She
stressed that Hong Kong could benefit
from the Initiative as a result of its mature
international business network, sound
financial market, and abundant provision
of professional services.

Environment & Sustainability Committee

Richard Welford,
Chairman of CSR
Asia Ltd, Dorothy
Chan, Senior
Manager - Corporate
Responsibility of MTR
Corporation, and
Emma Harvey, Group
Sustainability and CSR
Manager of Gammon
Construction Ltd,
spoke at a roundtable luncheon on 7 September to introduce the concept
of shared value and the ways in which Hong Kong companies can address
social needs in a commercially viable way.

Financial & Treasury Services Committee
The Chamber’s Proposals on Belt and
Road opportunities for Hong Kong’s
financial services sector was submitted
to the Financial Services and the
Treasury Bureau on 19 August.

Asia & Africa Committee
Malaysia’s New Trade Commissioner to Hong Kong
Malaysia’s new Trade
Commissioner to Hong Kong,
Ezzwanee Ahmad, accompanied
by Kathy Kok, Marketing Officer,
paid a courtesy visit to the
Chamber on 6 September where
they were greeted by Director
of PR and Programs Malcolm
Ainsworth and Assistant Manager
Hilton Yip. They discussed the
business activities of Malaysian
companies in Hong Kong and
future cooperation between the
Chamber and the Malaysian trade
promotion body MATRADE and
the local Malaysian Chamber of
Commerce.

Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry
President Visits

Addressing
Manpower Needs
Secretary for the Civil Service Clement
Cheung Wan-ching spoke at the
Chamber’s Town Hall Forum on 19
September about the challenges facing
Hong Kong’s civil service and manpower
needs.
The Chamber regularly organizes such
forums to give members and ministers an
opportunity to candidly exchange views.
These meetings are held behind closed
doors and off the record.

HKCSI – Executive Committee
David Dodwell, Executive Director
of the Hong Kong-APEC Trade
Policy Group, explained how the
APEC Services Trade Access
Requirements Database could
make business expansion
easier for services providers
at a roundtable luncheon on 5
September. He suggested that
by utilising this business-friendly
online tool, service providers
could explore opportunities in
APEC economies more efficiently.

Europe Committee
Building Ties with Portugal
Artur Lami, Director-General for Economic Activities, Ministry of Economy
of Portugal, called on the Chamber on 5 September, where he was
welcomed by Europe Committee Vice Chairman Jennifer Chan and
Committee member Carol Wing. They exchanged views on the business
environment in Portugal and opportunities for Hong Kong and Mainland
China businesses.

At a meeting with members on 28
September, Professor Zhang Bao-hui
of Lingnan University discussed the
role of the G20 in globalisation and
global governance, as well as the
implications of the Hangzhou Summit
for Hong Kong.

Legal Committee
Turkish Business Matching Meeting
The Chamber organized a business matching meeting for members
to meet with the Aegean Exporters Association on 7 September. The
association’s Chairman Sinan Kiziltan and deputy Ismail Aksoy thanked the
Chamber for arranging the meeting and exchanged souvenirs with Director
of PR and Programs Malcolm Ainsworth.

The Chamber’s comments in response
to a consultation on “Some Proposed
Amendments to the Companies
Ordinance (Cap. 622) and its
subsidiary legislation” were submitted
to the Government on 22 August.

A meeting was held on 23 August for
members to discuss the proposals in a
joint consultation paper issued by the
Securities and Futures Commission
(SFC) and the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange (HKEx) on listing regulation.
Another meeting was held on 13
September in which SFC CEO Ashley
Alder exchanged views with members
on the consultation.

Industry & Technology Committee

Emil Yu, Chairman of the Industry & Technology Committee, chaired the
HKGCC Judging Panel which interviewed nine shortlisted companies of
the 2016 Hong Kong Awards for Industries: Innovation and Creativity on 2
September. Shortlisted entries were nominated to the Final Judging Panel
for consideration on 15 September.

Real Estate & Infrastructure Committee

Manpower Committee
Manpower Committee Chairman
Albert Wong, Vice Chairman Christina
Chan and Chamber executives met
with representatives of the Mandatory
Provident Fund Schemes Authority on
6 September to exchange views on the
operations of the retirement protection
systems in Hong Kong and issues of
common concern.

Philip Chan and Kathleen Au, respectively Director and Deputy Director of
the Sales of First-hand Residential Properties Authority, updated members
on 14 September on the authority’s work in enhancing the transparency
and fairness of the sales of first-hand residential properties and in
strengthening consumer protection.

Young Executives Club

SME Committee

Colin Pou, Senior Vice President, Operations, The Hong Kong Mortgage
Corporation Limited, briefed SME Committee members at the committee
meeting on 5 September about the latest progress with the SME
Financing Guarantee Scheme.

Taxation Committee
Committee Chairman Grace
Tang attended the Chamber’s
General Committee meeting on 13
September to provide an overview
of the Taxation Committee’s work,
its accomplishments to date and
upcoming projects.

Five Executive Committee members
of the Chamber Young Executive
Club joined the Joint Chamber
Luncheon: Promoting Sportsmanship
and Striving for Excellence on 14
September at the Chinese General
Chamber of Commerce with Pan-gon
Kim, Head Coach of the Hong Kong
Representative Team, Hong Kong
Football Association, who shared his
coaching experience with the Hong
Kong football team.

Working Group on Fintech
Josiah Lam, Senior Manager, Financial
Infrastructure Department, Hong Kong
Monetary Authority, spoke about the
work of the FinTech Facilitation Office,
particularly on FinTech regulations,
at the Working Group meeting held on
23 August.

Talent Development
Ir. Dr. Y.M. Wong, Group Technical
Director of BPS Global Group,
introduced the development
and application of intelligent
warehouse storage systems for
delivery, shipping and air freight at
a seminar on 19 August. He also
talked about ways to optimize
warehouse layout design and how
to integrate IT innovation with
supply chain logistics.

International Business
Committee

Women Executives Club

The Organizing Committee for the Women’s Summit held a meeting on 23
August to discuss the progress of the summit. Following the meeting, a
networking dinner was held at the Mira Moon Hotel featuring Spanish tapas
and a free flow of wine.

A WEC Breakfast Meeting was held on 25 August with guest speaker
Miranda Leung, Former General Manager – Corporate Relations and member
of the Executive Committee of the MTR Corporation. Leung shared her
personal views about retirement, particularly on planning for retirement in
order to ensure a happy and healthy retirement. She also gave expert advice
on corporate PR strategies drawing on her long experience in the industry.

A pre-IBC meeting was held on
2 September at the Chamber to
discuss issues for the IBC meeting
to be held later in the month at the
Central Government office in Tamar.

Over 60 members had an enjoyable evening at the Chamber Theatre on
26 August learning practical skincare tips and Fall/Winter makeup trends
from Estee Lauder. Celebrity Jade Lui also shared her beauty secrets and
showed how to make two health drinks.

Transforming the
Tourism Industry

W

ith Hong Kong’s tourism industry facing
fierce competition from
countries such as Japan, Thailand
and Korea, with their more lenient
visa policies, incentivized shopping
offers, and influential pop cultures,
it was very timely for Pansy Ho,
Vice Chairman & Secretary-General
of the Global Tourism Economy
Forum and Managing Director of
Shun Tak Holdings Ltd, to speak
about the “Transforming Tourism
Economy” at a Chamber roundtable
on 23 September.
Ho discussed the impact of new
technological innovations and the
new burgeoning class of consumers, especially Mainland Chinese, in
global tourism before a full house at
the Chamber.

Last year, 120 million Mainland
Chinese travelled abroad, and the
World Tourism Organization projects that this number will double by
2020 to reach 234 million. In light of
this anticipated growth, Ho pointed
out that both Hong Kong and
Macao should pay attention to the
Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge
and the “one-hour Living Circle”
surrounding Guangzhou which has
a population of 100 million. The
bridge is also a part of a national
arterial highway system that crosses
the Pearl River Delta and opens up
further room for collaboration with
an even larger geographic region.
Ho said that out of the 120 million outbound Mainland travelers,
20% of them booked directly via an
online travel agency last year.

Mainland consumers are highly
accustomed to making
transactions online due to the
proliferation of e-commerce.
Therefore, online travel agencies
are expected to continue growing
at an accelerated pace.

Mainland consumers are highly
accustomed to making transactions
online due to the proliferation of
e-commerce, said Ho. Therefore,
OTAs (online travel agency) are
expected to continue growing at an
accelerated pace. Mainland travelers
often tend to use ride-hailing apps
such as Didi Chuxing and crossborder mobile payment services,
like Alipay or Wechat Wallet. The
tourism industry should not ignore
the development of such trends.
Ho also said she hoped Hong
Kong and Macau would become
partners instead of competing
against each other.

Sunset Harbour Cruise

O

rganized by the Chamber Young Executives Club, around 60 members
enjoyed Happy Hour aboard Aqua Luna while cruising around beautiful Victoria Harbour on 23 September. The event was held to help raise
funds in support of the Chamber’s Oxfam Trailwalker team (Team no. 0155)
who will be running the challenge on 18 November. While the event was fully
sponsored by Ascent Partners Group Limited, members contributed donations
to get on the cruise. It was a memorable evening as members enjoyed a great
time networking and meeting new friends. If you wish to make a donation in
support of the Chamber team, please visit: www.chamber.org.hk/trailwalker

Good Citizens Keeping Hong Kong Safe

F

orty citizens were commended by the Police at the
Good Citizen Award (GCA)
Presentation Ceremony on 22 September.
The awardees helped the Police
arrest more than 30 persons for
a variety of offences, including
theft, wounding, burglary, indecent
assault and possession of a dangerous drug. Each of the awardees
received a certificate and a cheque
for $3,000.
Deputy Commissioner of Police
(Operations), Wong Chi-hung,
pointed out at the ceremony that the
crime figures in the first half of 2016

dropped to a record-low level since
1979. He emphasised that practising
effective law enforcement, increasing anti-crime awareness and promoting a close partnership between
the Police and the community
are the most effective fight crime
measures.
Wong commended the GCA
awardees for their courage and
judgment and also urged members
of the public to continue working with the Police to fight against
crime.
Two of the awardees, Tsoi Tsz-wa
and Kwok Chun-hung, witnessed
a man assaulting a victim with a

chopper in a car park, then subdued
the man. The man was convicted
and sentenced to three years.
The eldest awardee, Cheng
Chun-chun, helped the Police arrest
a man who had attacked a passersby
with a cutter by following the man
and providing detailed information
to the Police.
The Award is presented twice a
year by the Police Public Relations
Branch and sponsored by the Hong
Kong General Chamber of Commerce. Frank Lee, Chairman of
HKGCC’s Retail & Tourism Committee, represented the chamber as
an officiating guest.

Boosting Digital Visibility

“W

here is the best place to hide a dead body?
The second page of Google search results!” said Dick Ng, Industry Engagement Manager of GS1 Hong Kong.
Good online product information search experiences are critical for making purchasing decisions, but
computers are “dumb” when it comes to retrieving
product information online if you do not speak the
web language.
“Digital representation of a product needs to be the
same in potentially thousands of different places, and
digital presence needs to be consistent in all places at
the same time. That required a common language to
make it possible,” Ng told forty HKGCC members who
visited the GS1 Hong Kong’s Internet of Things Centre
of Excellence (IoT Centre) on 20 September to learn
how the latest technologies can help enhance the visibility of consumer products in the digital world, and

raise the competitiveness of different industries by advancing their business modules. “The new GS1 Smart
Search Standard makes use of web vocabulary for structured data used in web page development, to keep
product information more visible, and facilitate more
efficient and accurate web searches,” said Ng.
In the showroom, Ng demonstrated how IoT could
be applied to various industries to facilitate supply
chain efficiency with innovations in six thematic zones
- Smart Retail & Omni-channel, Smart Logistics, Smart
Healthcare, Smart Food Safety, Smart Consumer Trust
and Smart City.
GS1 Hong Kong was founded by the Hong Kong
General Chamber of Commerce in 1989. Being one of
GS1’s key initiatives, the IoT Centre serve as an industry
support platform to foster the development of IoT
technologies and the delivery of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)/IoT-related services.

“Digital representation of a product needs
to be the same in potentially thousands of
different places, and digital presence
needs to be consistent in all places at the
same time.

Skincare, Health &
Beauty Networking
Cocktail

O

ver 60 members of the Chamber’s Women
Executives Club enjoyed a beauty networking cocktail at the Chamber Theatre
on 26 August. They learnt practical skincare tips
and fall/winter makeup trends from makeup artist Estée Lauder’s, who also conducted a demonstration. Celebrity Jade Lui also shared her beauty
secrets and demonstrated how to prepare two
healthy drinks. Three lucky members won Estée
Lauder’s skincare products from the lucky draw.

Preparing for Retirement

M

iranda Leung, former General Manager – Corporate Relations of the MTR Corporation, discussed life after retirement with members of
the Women Executives Club during a breakfast meeting
on 25 August. Having moved up from personal secretary
to General Manager of Corporate Relations, she never
thought that she would work at MTR for 37 years. “There
were different challenges at different times,” said Leung,
who left her job a few years ago and has been enjoying
retirement life since.
Leung advised members to prepare several things in
advance before retiring. First, Leung said people need to
calculate and save for their retirement fund and find suitable medical insurance. Second, people need to do more
exercise for good health. Third, Leung advised members
to get ready for changes in their daily life after retiring,
both mentally and physically, since they will not have the
same important role and routine like before. “You will not
be somebody at the company anymore, but will become
somebody else or nobody after retirement,” she added.
Leung concluded by saying three things are important for
retirement, which are retirement funds, companion and
friends.
When a member asked how she felt about her
career in MTR, Leung said it was a challenging but
rewarding experience as she “grew up” with the company and gained many friendships. The two biggest
challenges she faced during her time at MTR were
the listing of the company and the rail merger.
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Women Summit 2016
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Manpower Committee Meeting

04

Workshop: Present to Persuade

OCT
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14

Policy Address/Budget Forum (Cantonese)

OCT

Policy Address/Budget Forum (English)

17

Americas Committee Meeting

OCT

Industry & Technology Committee Meeting

18

Workshop: It’s Time to Implement Your

Digital, Information & Telecommunications
Committee Meeting
Joint dinner with the Hong Kong Japanese
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
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OCT

Succession Planning
DIT Roundtable: It’s Time to Implement Your
Succession Planning

Europe Committee Meeting

Cocktail Reception With Consuls General of the

The Europe Committee & Taxation Committee

Asia-Pacific, African and Middle Eastern regions

present a Roundtable Luncheon on: Brexit:
What are the tax implications?
Retail & Tourism Committee Meeting
Audit Committee Meeting
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Financial & Treasury Services Committee Meeting
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Membership Committee Meeting
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A Visit to the HKIA Air Traffic Control Facility
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Training: Break Down Silos, Drive Results
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Visit to HK Electric Lamma Power Station

20
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Town Hall Forum Series: Meet the ExCo -
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“Leaders in the Spotlight”

Leadership Meeting

The Hon Bernard Charnwut Chan

25 OCT
Occupational Health &
Safety Legal Compliance &
Employees’ Compensation
Strategies
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Delegation to Chongqing
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25
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OCT

China Roundtable: China’s Housing Demand
Occupational Health & Safety Legal Compliance &
Employees’ Compensation Strategies

Delegation to Chongqing
Seminar: ESG Reporting Requirements and
Implementation
WEC Meeting

27

Workshop: Effective Purchasing and Supply

31

Investment Committee Meeting
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Town Hall Forum Series:
The Hon Jeffrey Lam
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The 21st Hong Kong Business Summit
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Training: Issues on Employing Part-time staff &
Freelance Workers

Town Hall Forum Series: Meet the LegCo –
The Hon Jeffrey Lam Kin-fung

Economic Policy Committee Meeting
WEC Networking Cocktail

China Roundtable on Mission Hengqin
IndustryConnect@Science Park
Workshop: Speak Up!
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Legal Committee Meeting

NOV

02
NOV

Training: THINK ON YOUR FEET

15

Workshop: Essential Workplace Writing

NOV

16
NOV
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NOV

Entrepreneur Series Roundtable:
Joseph C C Wong, CEO & Chairman of Stelux
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